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Dropping-Out & How to Handle it

A student who has been dismissed due to

exhaustion for more than twice the program's

duration (20 semesters) may be given a second

chance for up to two semesters, for a total of 20

semesters, providing that the student completes

at least 30 credit units.

1. To submit his application for the opportunity

through his academic page in the period specified in

the academic calendar as shown in the video.

2. That he can raise his cumulative average assuming

that he obtains (56) points from studying (14)

academic units.

A student who is academically dismissed because

of warnings is given a fourth chance if the

following conditions are met:

If the student submits his application for the exceptional
opportunity through his academic page within the
specified period in the academic calendar as shown in
the video, he may be granted an exceptional
opportunity to complete the graduation requirements
with a maximum limit of not more than twice the
original period specified for the program (20 semesters).

A student is dismissed from the College of Engineering for an academic semester in the following cases:

If he receives at most three consecutive

warnings for his cumulative average drop

below (2.00) out of (5.00).

If he has finished the prescribed period

for graduation and did not complete the

graduation requirements within a

maximum period of (15) semesters

If the following requirements are met, a student

who has been academically dismissed due to

warnings is offered a fifth chance:

1. To apply for the opportunity via his academic

page within the timeframe indicated in the academic

calendar, as shown in the movie.2. His last

semester average should not be less than (2.00) out

of ten (5.00).3. That if he gets 56 points from

studying 14 academic units, he can improve his

cumulative average.

The conditions of dismissed students are handled as follows:
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